TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
However, on this particular afternoon, I dropped in to argue
on a matter hardly in the tragic category: Several authors, including
myself, had contributed autographed volumes, mostly novels, to
be sold for the benefit of the Yugoslav Red Cross; and I was
moved to remonstrate with the saleswomen for the prices they
were charging for these books, where all else was in reason. I
mean, authors are all very well, and autographs are all very well,
but here and in this cause we could forfeit die compliment of being
overvalued. The ladies did not agree with me; they had an
innocent illusion that no price was too high to pay for the privilege
of possessing our autographs as well as our books. A beautiful
point of view, but let us be realists!—So I told them a fragment
of dialogue I had overheard at the book-stall of a charity bazaar
some years ago:
purchaser: I'd like this book, please (holding it out unopened).
saleswoman  (proudly): Certainly,  madam;   the  author  has
autographed it for us.
wouid-be purchaser (hastily replacing book): Oh, then I'd
rather have a dean one, please!
Here I expected peals of laughter from the group of charming
saleswomen at the Yugoslav Fair.   Surely this was a funny story,
funny as well as true 2   On the contrary, I received murmurs of
concern and embarrassment, of sympathy with the suffering it
must have cost me to repeat it, and not a smile anywhere.   Instead,
to console me, they assured me that they had summoned a book
expert and that every separate volume had been priced to conform
with his valuation.   I could not help asking if he had himself
bought any at the prices he fixed.   But contrite at seeing that my
point of view was causing them pain and perplexity, I quickly
dropped the subject, purchased a pair of doli s gauntlet gloves in
lavender kid, exquisitely stitched, and departed, glad that I had
solved the tiny problem of Hilary*s Christmas present.   Hilary was
fcmr, and I had -a reputation to keep up with her because my first
present had been so dearly prized: an egg-timer where the sand
tafees thrce^nE-a-half minutes to run out from one little glass
bolb on top of another; then you invert it and let it trickle again
and that takes another three-and-a-half minutes.   I believe Hilary
did tiris for several hours every day till it was broken.
Musing priggishly on the transient nature of eggs and Time
alike, my feet likewise went straying, instead of carrying me
straigk to Spink & Son; and presently I fou^d I had turned
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